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Contraction affects commute 
Thurstin Avenue closing makes it hard to get to campus 
By Justin Muejo 
REPORTER 
Although the timing may seem 
disruptive, city officials said the 
Thurstin Avenue construction 
project had to begin as students 
returned to the University. 
Problems with the concrete 
under Thurstin Avenue and 
Court Street made the long- 
delayed reconstruction of 
the road necessary, said City 
Engineer, Brian O'Connell. 
The street borders the west- 
ern edge of campus and has 
been closed si nee Aug. 24 —the 
second day of classes. 
"Timing wise, it just didn't 
work out for us to get the job in 
and complete before the stu- 
dents got back," O'Connell said. 
"We still have to perform work 
in the city." 
The construction, funded by 
the city, stretches from Wooster 
Street to the Student Union 
parking lot. 
It will cost about $290,000 
and can be expected to last 
another five weeks. But city 
officials said work is continuing 
as scheduled. 
"We're removing the existing 
concrete pavement, salvaging 
the existing concrete curb and 
putting back asphalt pavement," 
O'Connell said. 
But while the city was unable 
to schedule the major parts of 
the construction around the 
beginning of school, efforts 
were made to keepall University 
facilities on the street open. 
"Basically what we told the 
contractor was that you have 
to maintain access to certain 
areas... so faculty and staff 
could park in the parking lots," 
O'Connell said. "We're main- 
taining traffic to all university 
accessible points at all times." 
City adminstrators have met 
with university officials to dis- 
cuss the project, and even man- 
aged to delay it long enough to 
avoid opening day. 
But while O'Connell said his 
office has received only one 
complaint about the timing 
of the construction, reaction 
among students and faculty has 
been mixed. 
Students have raised ques- 
tions as to why the closure of 
the road was necessary at a 
time when traffic around cam- 
pus increases greatly. 
Colleen Redmond BG News 
DON'T ANTAGONIZE BULLDOZERS: A barrel denotes the obvious at the Thurstin Avenue construction site. City 
officials estimate the project's cost at approximately $290,000 and say it should last another five weeks. 
"It's extremely difficult to find 
my way back around through 
campus because of the obstruc- 
tion caused by the work," said 
Brian Martin, a freshman living 
on campus. 
Others were  more  under- 
Gas might have made the campus 
commute too expensive anyway. PAGE 5 
standing. 
"It's inconvenient if you're 
trying to get to the Union park- 
ing...," said Lou Katzner, trustee 
professor of Philosophy. "But 
it's necessary and I just don't 
view it as a big deal. There 
would've been a better time to 
do it, but I assume that sched- 
uling construction projects is 
not an easy task." 
Citing sources 
in work vital for 
students, Univ. 
By Bob Moser 
EDITOR.IN-CHIEF 
Navigating the murky water 
of source citation is some- 
thing that students and fac- 
ulty can both struggle with in 
their work. 
But knowing the law can 
save a freshman from being 
expelled over poor citation 
in their English  112 paper 
— and could have saved the 
University's BGeXperience 
program a bit of embarrass- 
ment during the first week of 
school. 
The BG News discovered last 
week that 13 discussion ques- 
tions used for the freshman 
reading assignment "The Kite 
Runner" were put in BGeX's 
Group Facilitator Handbook 
in late July, after being origi- 
nally found by a BGeX profes- 
sor online. 
These questions — devel- 
oped by theUniversityoflowa's 
Center  For  Human  Rights 
— were copy-and-pasted from 
UICHR's former Web site by 
the professor and e-mailed to 
the BGeX listproc. 
Some way or another, the 
questions then went from the 
e-mail directly into the hand- 
book and off to the printer, 
with no citation or "thank you" 
given to UICHR for their work. 
Using another person's 
creative work without giving 
them credit is normally a no- 
no — especially in the realm 
of higher education, according 
to Paul Moore, director of the 
University Honors Program 
and a BGeX professor. 
"In academics we are what 
our ideas are, and our names 
are tied to those," Moore said. 
"Credit should be given where 
it is due." 
Normally, this example 
might be considered plagia- 
rism or a violation of copyright 
law, and could have resulted in 
a lawsuit against the University 
for not giving attribution. 
But UICHR had posted 
their discussion questions 
online under "Public Domain," 
meaning they can be used 
word-for-word by anyone with 
no legal obligation to cite the 
original source. 
"If you re using 
someone else's work 
— even in things 
like powerslides 
or a speech—just 
cite it. It's just good 
practice." 
LINDA D0BB, 
COPYRIGHT C0MMITEE MEMBER 
The developer of the "Kite 
Runner" questions, Dorothy 
Paul, UICHR's associate direc- 
tor for Community Affairs, 
couldn't be reached for com- 
ment on whet her ot her schools 
had used their work without 
giving credit. 
While this may be the law, it 
certainly isn't a good excuse 
to forget citation, said Don 
Nieman, dean of the College of 
Arts and Sciences and director 
of BGeX. 
"We were sloppy with this," 
Nieman said. "1 apologize on 
behalf of the program. It isn't 
the example we want to set for 
our students." 
Creative work left in the pub- 
lic domain can be government 
documents that taxpayers 
support, or private work that 
just hasn't been copyrighted, 
according to Linda Dobb, a 
member of the University's 
Copyright Committee. 
There's also a difference 
between students not citing 
public domain sources in term 
papers or essays, and faculty 
not citing sources in educa- 
tional materials. 
The difference is that stu- 
dents would be trying to pass 
uncited work off as their own, 
eventually making an edu- 
cational profit from it, Dobb 
said. 
A fair-use exemption is 
available for copied work 
that's used by educators, but 
it can be interpreted in differ- 
ent ways, according to Colleen 
Coughlin, coordinator of 
Circulation for lerome Library. 
But regardless of the legal 
definition creative work falls 
COPIED TEXT, PAGE 2 
Students have many 
groups to choose from 
Religious groups on 
campus offer a wide 
variety of worship 
By Laura Hoesman 
SENIOR REPORTER 
Too many students, walking 
onto campus may feel like 
entering a perpetual advertise- 
ment for involvement 
Posters cling to kiosks, infor- 
mational tables fill the Union 
and people — resident advi- 
sors, teachers and fellow stu- 
dents — suggest a plethora of 
organizations. 
As confusing as all this recruit- 
ment may be, finding the right 
group to join can be particu- 
larly challenging for students in 
search of spiritual fulfillment. 
Numerous spiritual and reli- 
gious organizations on campus 
offer varied worship experienc- 
es to the faithful, the fickle and 
the frustrated. 
"Different groups have differ- 
ent personalities," said Dave 
Warner, director of Active 
Christians Today. "Students 
have a difficult time choosing 
which one they want to be a 
part of." 
The different spiritual groups 
on campus range widely in the 
numbers of people they attract. 
Creed. Hillel and the Muslim 
Students' Association, although 
growing, offer small group 
environments, while organiza- 
tions such as CRU, H20 and 
ACT attract students in the hun- 
dreds. 
The largest of these groups is 
CROUPS.PAGE ? 
NEW PRICES 
Din Myers BGNevn 
A MILESTONE: Prices at the Wooster Street Sunoco station rose above 
$3 yesterday. Owner Bobby Shunnar said he loses 10 cents per gallon 
of gas sold. "It's taking business away from my store," he said. 
Hypnotist brings 
excitement to campus 
Group of 21 students 
put into trance, some 
fall out of chairs 
By Cassandra Sholar 
REPORTER 
Hundredsofstudents stomped 
their feet and clapped their 
hands in anticipation of the 
wacky and embarrassing situ- 
ations that comedy hypnotist 
Dale K put volunteers into last 
night in the Union Ballroom. 
Returning by popular 
demand, this is Dale K's 
third year at the University. 
He entertains diverse audi- 
ences ranging from corporate 
crowds to campus students. 
Dale K has also performed 
in theaters with entertainers 
like Carrot Top and Weird Al. 
"Hypnotism   is   always   a 
popular event," said Janet 
Foldenauer, director of 
Orientation and First Year 
Programs, which sponsored 
the event. 'There is usually a 
great turnover." 
Along with four award 
nominations this year, Dale K 
has earned the title of APCA, 
Performing Artist of the Year. 
Due to Dale K's uniqueness, 
many students were drawn to 
his performance. 
"He's very entertaining, 
energetic and interactive," 
Foldenauer said. "New stu- 
dents are able to meet other 
students." 
Dale K began his show 
with a few anecdotes about 
previous shows where stu- 
dents doubted his ability to 
hypnotize. 
HYPNCTIC. PAGE 2 
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FOUR-DAY FORECAST      » 
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High-level FDA official quits over plan B 
Administration pulled back emergency contraception despite its claim of the drug's safety 
By \mm Heerjaanl 
rHE «SS0CI»rED PRESS 
WASHINGTON — The high- 
ly regarded women's health 
chief at the Food and Drug 
Administration resigned yester- 
day in protest of her agency's 
refusal to allow over-the-coun- 
ter sales of emergency contra- 
ception. 
Associate Commissioner 
Susan Wood charged that FDA's 
leader overruled his own sci- 
entists' determination that the 
morning-after pill could safely 
be sold without a prescription, 
and stunned his employees 
last week by instead postpon- 
ing indefinitely a decision on 
whether to let that happen. 
"There's fairly widespread 
concern about FDA's credibil- 
ity" among agency veterans as a 
result, Wood told The Associated 
Press hours after submitting her 
resignation yesterday. 
"I have spent the last 15 years 
working to ensure that science 
informs good health-policy deci- 
sions," Wood, director of FDA's 
Office of Women's Health, wrote 
in an e-mail about her departure 
to agency colleagues. "1 can no 
longer serve as staff when scien- 
tific and clinical evidence, fully 
evaluated and recommended by 
the professional staff here, has 
been overruled." 
It was an unprecedented pub- 
lic show of discord for the FDA, 
and prompted lawmakers to call 
for congressional hearings into 
whether the nation's leading 
public health agency allowed 
politics to trump science. 
"It is time for the FDA to stop 
playing games with the health 
and well-being of millions of 
American women," said Sens. 
Patty Murray, D-Wash., and 
Hillary Rodham Clinton, D-N.Y. 
"Day by day, the public's con- 
fidence in the FDA's ability to 
make decisions based on scien- 
tific evidence of safety and effi- 
cacy is eroding." 
Sen. Michael Enzi, R-Wyo„ 
who heads a Senate health com- 
mittee that oversees FDA, is con- 
sidering their request for a hear- 
ing, and separately has asked 
the FDA to explain how and why 
it reached Friday's decision, a 
spokesman said. 
• FDA Commissioner Lester 
Crawford is out of town, but the 
agency issued a statement yester- 
day sayingWbod had helped make 
"significant strides" in advancing 
women's health and that "her 
decision to leave is unfortunate as 
we work toward solving the com- 
plex policy and regulatory issues 
related to Plan B." 
The morning-after pill is a 
high dose of regular birth con- 
trol that, taken within 72 hours 
of unprotected sex, can lower 
the risk of pregnancy by up to 
89 percent. 
The sooner it's used, the bet- 
ter it works. But because it can 
be difficult for women to get a 
prescription in time, Plan B's 
maker has been trying for two 
years to begin nonprescription 
sales — and FDA's latest delay 
was a surprise: Crawford won 
PLAN B, PAGE 8 
Copyright law can 
be a tricky subject 
COPIED TEXT. FROM PAGE 1 
under, students and faculty 
alike can always avoid trouble 
if they give credit to the source, 
Dobb said. 
And since lanuary 2005, 
the University's Copyright 
Committee has been working 
on a policy to help those at 
BGSU understand the dos and 
don'ts of document use. 
Modeled after an online pro- 
gram from the City Universitv 
of New York, BGSU will soon 
have a Web site that guides 
students and faculty through 
all the sticky situations that 
could arise while working with 
copyrighted material. 
Even after these tutorials are 
available   to 
showstudents    Making ethical 
the      black,   decisions about 
white      and    prison policies, 
gray areas of   PAGES 
copyright law, = 
giving credit 
to the original author is the 
right thing to do, Dobb said. 
"If you're using someone 
else's work — even in things 
like powerslides or a speech 
— just cite it," Dobb said. "It's 
just good practice." 
Students put under hypnotist's spell 
HYPNOTIC. FROM PAGE 1 
But all doubters were proven 
wrong. 
Dale K chose 21 students to 
hypnotize during his perfor- 
mance, making them do a vari- 
ety of activities. 
"It doesn't feel like you're 
sleeping, it's more like day- 
dreaming," Dale K said. 
Applause and high energy 
filled the room as some vol- 
unteers were sent off the stage 
after a few exercises. 
Devin Walker, freshman, was 
one of the chosen ones. 
While on stage, he was put 
into a trance, and made to 
feel as if his hands were glued 
together. 
"He uses a lot of humor 
but is professional as well," 
Woodward said. 
Both Walker and Woodward 
were convinced that Dale K's 
performance was real. 
"I believe it," Woodward said. 
"He can just say 
'sleep' in mid- 
conversation 
Eric Stole BG Nm 
NIGHTY NIGHT: Students were invited onstage by hypnotist Dale K and 
put into a state of sleep in front of the Union Ballroom crowd. 
"It felt a little weird," Walker 
said, "They did feel a little bit 
glued." 
Ian Woodward, a senior who 
saw Dale K last year, enjoyed 
the mix of comedy and show- 
manship that Dale K brings to 
his live events. 
Check out a« 
the exciting 
campus events 
today. PAGE 3 
and people's 
heads will 
immediately 
tilt down." 
The bizarre activities sparked 
laughter throughout the entire 
room, but Dale K didn't break 
concentration. 
"He's very funny, but he 
knows exactly what he's doing," 
Woodward said. 
Religious organizations help students feel more at home 
GROUPS. FROM PAGE 1 
CRU, aChristian-based, "spiritual 
services," organization, according 
to Michael Brown, CRU director. 
Brown stated that CRU should 
not be categorized as a religious 
organization, because it docs 
not support a main dogma, and 
students with different religions, 
or no religion, often attend 
meetings. 
"CRU was designed for the spir- 
itually curious and the religiously 
restless," Brown said. "There are 
many people who would con- 
sider themselves a part of CRU." 
like the other large spiritual 
groups, CRU offers large gather- 
ings as well as small student dis- 
Kl.EVERS JEWFI.RY 
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cussion groups, which meet to 
explore topics in greater detail. 
According to Brown, anywhere 
between 300 and 400 students 
attend Thursday evening meet- 
ings in Otscamp room 101. The 
meetings include live bands and 
multimedia visual effects. 
"It's quite loud and quite enjoy- 
able," Brown said. 
Christian organizations, H20 
and ACT also have large, contem- 
porary meetings, supplemented 
by smaller group discussions. 
Approximately 200 students 
attend each of H20's main meet- 
ings, which occur in the Union 
Theater Sundays at 11 a.m. and 
Thursdays at 8 p.m. 
According to Matt Hilderbran, 
campus director of H20, the 
Sunday meetings, called Deeper, 
are more focused on a Christian 
message than Thursday meetings, 
which are designed for students 
who are, "spiritually seeking." 
ACT has Campus Worship 
Wednesdays at 8 p.m. in the sec- 
ond floor gallery of McFall Center. 
According to Warner, 80 or more 
students attend these weekly 
meetings, but smaller worship 
groups meet at ACT's campus 
house every day of the week. 
The campus house, which 
opens at 8:30 in the morning 
also serves as a hangout for ACT 
members. 
According to ACT's Web site, 
the group's members recognize 
that Christians have differing 
opinions on some beliefs, but the 
group members accept most of 
the Bible as true. 
For students interested in a 
very pure study of Christianity, 
Creed adheres more rigorously to 
teachings of the Bible and, spe- 
cifically, the Catholic Church. 
"We never, ever veer off or 
water down the teachings of the 
Church," said sophomore Lauren 
"It is important 
that students get 
involved in their 
faith and really look 
for their niche. That 
will fill a void a lot 
of students have." 
LAUREN WALTER, 
CREED PRESIDENT 
Walter, Creed president. 
Meeting from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. 
in Union room 315, members of 
Creed spend time praying read- 
ing gospel and discussing vari- 
ous religious topics. About 25 
students attend these meetings. 
Walter said. 
"It's very much a learning envi- 
ronment," Walter said, "and it 
helps you grow spiritually, really 
challenging each other to grow." 
The Muslim Students' 
Association, which has been 
on campus for about six years, 
aims to teach all students, not 
just Muslims, about the Islamic 
religion, according to President 
Ma'moon Al-Rshaidat, a gradu- 
ate student. 
"These days diere are a lot of 
misconceptions about Islam," he 
said. "So what we're trying to do 
is educate and let them know the 
actual truth about Islam." 
The approximately 50-mem- 
ber group, which holds Friday 
prayers in Olscamp room 204, 
has grown since Al-Rshaidat first 
joined the group about three 
years ago. 
As a result, he is requesting 
a larger room for the group's 
prayers. 
" 1 lopefulry we are going to get a 
bigger room to get more space for 
students to be more comfortable 
with their religion on campus," 
Come see a UPS Recruiter on campus: 
Thurs, 9/1 from 1pm-5pm @ Career Center 
Tues, 9/6 from Ipm-Spm @ Career Center 
Wed, 9/7 from 2pm-4pm @ Student Union 
Thurs, 9/8 from 2pm-4pm @ Student Union 
Mon, 9/12 from 9:30am-1:30pm @ Career Center 
Mon, 9/12 from 2pm-4pm @ Student Union 
Tues, 9/13 from 2pm-4pm @ Student Union 
Wed, 9/14 from 12pm-4pm @ Career Center 
Thurs, 9/15 from Ipm-Spm @ Career Center 
Hours of Operation: 
Preload * 4am-8am 
Day • 1 1:30am-3:30pm 
Twilight • 5pm-9pm 
Midnight • 10:45pm-2:4Sam 
Shift times ate approximate. 
To inquire about Part-Time Package Handler jobs, apply online at: 
www.upsjobs.com 
For additional information, please contact: , 
Bethany Speiser (bspeise@bgnet.bgsu.edu) or Pete Ortiz (shg1p»|i(q)ups.eomf 
Or call? 419-891-6820 • 1S50 Holland Road • Maumee, OH 4353* 
I 
The UPS 
EARNAW 
LEARN 
Program 
Get up to 
$23,000* 
in College Education 
Assistance! 
tqual Opportunity Employ* 
'Program guidelines apply 
he said. 
MSAs next upcoming event is 
Eid Al-Fitr, a celebration of the 
end of a month-long fasting peri- 
od called Ramadan. According 
to Al-Rshaidat, the celebration 
will occur in the Union Grand 
Ballroom on Nov. 13. 
The Jewish student group, 
Millel, is a smaller religious group 
on campus, with about 25 stu- 
dents attending general events. 
I lilli'l does not offer worship 
services for students. However, 
the group's main function is, 
"to bring all Jewish students on 
campus together for the holi- 
days when they can't make it 
home," said Amanda Berlas, 
I lillel president. 
According Berlas, school is 
rarely canceled during main 
lewish holidays, such as Yom 
Kippur, Rosh Hashana and 
Passover, so I lillel brings lewish 
students together for dinners in 
celebration of those days. 
According to Walter, no mat- 
ter what religious group students 
ultimately choose, it is important 
for students to think about their 
"final destination." 
"It is important that students 
get involved in their faith and 
really look for their niche," Walter 
said. "That will fill a void a lot of 
students have." 
MOVE-IN 
SPECIALS! 
1 Bedroom- 
Si 00 OFF 
the 1st 6 MONTHS 
2 Bedrooms- 
$125 OFF 
the 1st 6 MONTHS + 
NO RENT UNTIL AUG. 1 
GREEN MEADOW 
APARTMENTS 
214 NAPOLEON RD. 
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NATIVE AMERICAN UNITY COUNCIL MEETING 
The Native American Unity Council will be having 
their first meeting today from 5-7 p.m. in the Union's 
Multicultural Lounge, room 222. The group will 
welcome any new members and will begin planning 
a powwow for November. 
www.bgnews.com/campus 
CAMPUS 
get a life 
^^■^^ hnp//cvtnts.bgsu.«lii/ 
8 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
"Songs of Remembrance" Art 
Exhibit 
The art gallery exhibit, "Songs of 
Remembrance", runs from July 
22 through Sept. 4. The Bowen- 
Thompson Student Union art gal- 
leries are open Monday through 
Friday 8 a.m. -6 p.m., and 
Saturdays and Sundays from 10 
a.m. - 6 p.m. (when the building 
is open). 
Union Galleries 
10 a.m.-2 p.m. 
0WI Info. Table 
Org. for Women's Issues will be 
giving out info on reproductive 
rights and a bus trip 
Union Lobby 
11 a.m.-2 p.m. 
Student Alumni Connection 
Recruitment, Sponsored by the 
Student Alumni Assoc. 
Union Lobby 
11 a.m.-3 p.m. 
Sigma Phi Epsilon Rush Info. Table 
Union Lobby 
Noon - 4 p.m. 
Delta Chi Fraternity Recruitment 
Table 
Union Lobby 
5 p.m. - 6 p.m. 
1st Hour Specials are Back at the 
Pub on Thursdays! 
The Black Swamp Pub will once- 
again feature first hour specials 
on Thursdays from 5 - 6 p.m. 
Come on down and enjoy all drinks 
and appetizers at half price! Bring 
your friends and drop in after 
work! Grad students will want to 
stop by and check out Grad Tap 
Tuesdays and Fried Fridays, where 
grad students get discounts!! 
Union Black Swamp Pub 
5 p.m. - 6:30 p.m. 
Native American Unity Council 
Meeting 
Everyone is invited to attend the 
Native American Unity Council's 
first meeting in the fall semester. 
For more information contact: 
Dustin - dustint@bgsu.edu 
Multicultural Lounge (Room 222 in 
the Student Union) 
6 p.m. - 7 p.m. 
BGSEA Elections and Social 
The Bowling Green Student 
Education Association (BGSEA) 
is open to ALL education majors. 
Come meet us. find out what we 
are all about, learn about our 
plans for the year, make friends, 
and get involved as a member of 
the Executive Committee. No expe- 
rience necessary to run for office. 
There will also be free food and 
drinks. We look forward to meeting 
you! 
For more information contact: 
Kitrina Vickery, BGSEA President 
- vkitrin@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
BAA 1007 
7 p.m. - 9 p.m. 
Catholic Mass 
Mass sponsored by Catholic 
Newman Club 
University Hall Lawn (Rain site is 
Olscamp Hall 115.) 
9 p.m. 
Rene Hicks, Comedian 
"Whether it's societal ills or 
physical ills, laugher can be an 
effective healing tool," says Rene 
Hicks. Come see why laughter 
is the best medicine! Sponsored 
by Orientation and First Year 
Programs. 
For more information contact: 
Janet Foldenhauer 
Union. Lenhart Grand Ballroom 
Tye-Dye Thorn: the man, the myth, the legend 
A campus fixture for 
roughly a decade, 
raising funds for UAO 
By Stephanie Guigou 
RfPORIER 
A whistfe echoes from a white 
lent in the Union Oval as BGSU's 
own Frieda struts past The long- 
haired man with a tie-dyed cut- 
off shirt and patched olive khaki 
shorts carries plastic bins to the 
empty tables outside his tent. 
"Look at that sexy bird! Good 
gracious!" shouts the man known 
as "Tye-Dye Thorn" as he returns 
to his dirty, white storage trail- 
er that has "Marry Me Frieda" 
painted on it. He paces between 
the tables, the tenl and the trailer, 
setting up his merchandise. 
I tried to play out the interview 
in my mind, as I approached the 
empty white tent, which would 
soon be full of hippie wear, mem- 
orabilia, and browsing students. 
But in the following hour 1 
discovered that with Thorn, 
who likes to keep his last name 
anonymous, stereotypes and 
prejudgments should be left 
outside the tent. 
As a UAO fundraiser for more 
than a decade, "Tye-Dye Thorn" 
has become a household name. 
Students come to his tri-annual 
booth to purchase merchandise, 
hear advice, or just receive a free 
high-five. 
A student in a UAO collared 
shirt approached Thorn, asking if 
he received the tables the organi- 
zation was going to provide 
"This is what I'm talkingabout," 
he said about the organization's 
eagerness to care for his busi- 
ness. "UAO is the greatest student 
organization in the country." 
His first impression of BGSU 
and UAO started the trend for his 
continued support. 
When Thorn started his booth 
at BGSU in the mid 1990s, he said 
that Jenny Junk, the UAO presi- 
dent at the time, came to greet 
him at 6:45 .tin with a parking 
Julie DIFranco BGNews 
PRIDE: Tye-Dye Thorn paints the BGSU athletic logo on his trailer, which will go all over the U.S. 
pass, contract and tables. 
"That never happened at any 
school," Thom said. 
That's saying a lot, considering 
the approximately 20 universities 
and colleges he tours yearly. 
But even when he is at the 
other schools, his allegiance is 
to BGSU. 
The quotations on his trailer, 
such as "Ay Ziggy Zoomba," and 
"Marry Me Frieda," follow him to 
the other schools. 
"I let UAO tell me what to put 
on the trailer," he said. "People 
from all over the country ask me 
if Frieda said Ves.'" 
Earlier in the morning, Thom 
had washed off past quotations 
so that he could paint new ones 
that students from UAO select- 
ed. "I only have eyes for UAO," 
and "Badger it's what's for din- 
ner," referring to the University 
of Wisconsin's mascot, will be 
displayed as he travels across 
the country. 
Thom said he's still trying to get 
an airplane ticket to Boise, Idaho, 
so he can see the Falcon football 
team play Boise State. Obviously, 
Thorn's Falcon blood runs deep. 
"Kids seem to appreciate each 
other on campus," Thom said, 
explaining that there doesn't 
seem to be any groups or cliques 
like at other universities. "BG stu- 
dents lose the trappings of high 
school very quickly and focus on 
their future." 
He also enjoys how students 
appreciate his presence. 
"BG students have accepted 
me as a part of their family," 
he said as he pointed to a red- 
painted sign on his trailer. "Sic 
Sic put something on my damn 
trailer. I mean, I in a part of the 
damn family!" 
Thom is a contributing family 
member of the University. 
Ici ma Gable, UAO president, 
said that Tye-Dye Thom has been 
a fundraising effort that has pro- 
vided internal support for the 
organization so that UAO doesn't 
need to take money away from 
other programs. 
UAO Adviser Latasha Line 
reported that lye-Dye Thom 
usually brings in at least S400 
to the organization, which is 
approximately 15 to 20 percent 
of his sales. 
Gable didn't see his financial 
contribution as significant as 
what he brings to campus. 
"He's a good presence for 
freshman," she said, adding that 
I 
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her freshman year, she bought 
from him a large tapestry for her 
dorm room. 
According to Thom, what he 
sells are clothing and tapestries 
from India, official rock-and-roll 
nostalgia, hemp necklaces that 
he makes — sometimes with 
glass pendants from University 
art students. 
"He brings a different taste 
of the world to campus with 
what he sells," said Rich 
Schwartz, junior. 
Interrupting the interview, a 
student weO known to Thom 
walked by the tent, which was 
almost completely stocked. 
Although the student had 
stopped to greet Thorn, she 
added that she was late for 
class and had already slept 
through one. 
"On the first week of school?!" 
I horn exclaimed. 
He explained that when he 
was in college, he calculated 
that each class session cost him 
$17.57. 
Thom told her that his rule in 
college was that if he skipped a 
class, he would use the money 
for something to benefit friends, 
and not himself. 
"Helping my friends is the 
most important I thing I do — 
that we all do," Thom said. 
Thom often provides nuggets 
of truth and past experiences to 
customers, and those who know 
him well return to the tent for 
the sole reason of hearing his 
thoughts on life. 
"When I talk to students, I'm 
more than happy to listen and 
give non-political, non-religious 
advice," he said. 
Schwartz respects how Thom 
is easy to talk to and how he has a 
laid back perspective on life. 
"I wouldn't see why any student 
wouldn't like him," Schwartz said. 
To Thom, the opportunity to 
[date with students and help 
them is whal his job is all about. 
His affect on youth is actu- 
ally one of the reasons he didn't 
accept an Invitation to attend 
grad school a) Carnegie Mellon 
University in Pittsburgh. 
Thom had originally wanted 
to be a lawyer 
Alter graduating from 
Deerfleld Academy, a private 
high school In Massachusetts, 
he received a degree in political 
science from the University of 
West Florida. 
After attempting to work in 
law, Thom redirected his life 
towards the sale of unique cloth- 
ing and artwork. 
By not continuing In further 
education or a well-U'spet led 
profession, he was stepping 
away from his family's history. 
Most — if not all — of the 
past generations of Thorn's lam 
ily have graduated from Yale 
University, including his grcal- 
great-grandfather who was the 
Dean of Admissions in 1892, 
and his lather as well. 
But from this decision to pur- 
sue a job and lifestyle that was 
in his heart Thom has found 
contentment and happiness in 
his profession 
T want the students to find 
a job that gives them as much 
satisfaction as my job gives me," 
Thom said. 
His genuine desire to see oth- 
ers happy showed in his face, as 
he paused setting up the tent 
so he could say exactly what 
he meant. 
"I wake up every morn- 
ing happy to go to work." In- 
said. "And that's what I wish 
for students at BG — that they 
go, 'Damn. I really want to go 
to work."' 
Relationship Issues? 
Adjusting to college life? 
Drugs 8, alcohol Becoming a problem? 
Just need to talk about it? 
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QUOTEUNQRiTK 
" Looting is out of control. The French Quarter\ 
has been attacked. We're using exhausted, 
scarce police to control looting when they 
should be used for search and rescue." 
New Orleans Councihwmian Jackie Qarkson 
www.bgnews.com/opinion 
OPINION 
STAKKKDITOR.IAI 
Construction project ill-timed 
We know that construction i 
a necessary evil of summer in 
the Midwest. 
We also know that no time is 
truly a convenient time to dis- 
rupt traffic. 
However, the project on 
Thurstin Avenue and Court Street 
that started on August 24 could 
hardly have been more inconve- 
niently timed. 
Exactly two days after school 
began, crews started removing 
concrete pavement, leaving a 
dirt valley for a road. 
YOU DECIDE 
Do you think the Thurstin 
Avenue construction should be 
done right at the beginning of 
the school year? Send an e-mail 
to thenews@bgnews com and 
tell us what you think, or post 
feedback on our Web site. 
While efforts were clearly 
made to make sure that traffic 
had access to faculty and staff 
parking lots, what about pedes- 
trian traffic? 
Dirt pits for roads with heavy 
machinery left in them seem like 
a safety hazard as students cross 
ITiurstin to get to downtown 
Main Street. 
Surely, in these first weeks of 
school many new and returning 
students wanted to take advan- 
tage of the warm weather and 
explore Bowling Green. 
As they try to leave campus 
to go downtown for a meal, visit 
friends or hang out at one of the 
clubs or bars, they inevitably 
cross torn-up Thurstin Avenue 
Even more unsettling are the stu- 
dents returning after a long night 
out in the dark to cross the dan- 
gerous construction area again. 
The detour many of the stu- 
dents, faculty and staff must 
make to get to certain areas of 
campus is frustrating, and many 
are questioning why this work 
could not have been done earlier 
in the summer. 
Thankfully, the city had the 
wherewithal to wait until after 
move-in weekend was over and 
all the parents had left to start 
the project because that would 
have caused more then a few 
headaches. 
University officials managed to 
convince the city administrators 
to avoid that disaster. 
But. students and faculty 
contribute a lot to the econ- 
omy and culture of this com- 
munity, so they deserve to be 
treated well. 
They also deserve an answer 
as to why it is imperative that this 
particular construction, that is in 
such a high traffic area and poses 
such dangerous pedestrian con- 
ditions, be done right now. 
In the future, the University 
and the dry should consider the 
risks along with the benefits of 
these improvement projects. 
If it was that important, it 
could have been prioritized 
during the summer, before the 
start of the school year. Perhaps 
it would be more desirable to 
put off a project like this until 
next summer, rather then cause 
this much upheaval. 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR  PEOPLE 
Iraq,Al-Qaida 
connection is 
actually there 
In a letter to the editor printed 
on Tuesday Keith I. Powell wrote 
that "There was no connection 
between al-Qaida and Iraq up 
until the moment we Invaded." 
Unfortunately for Powell and 
leftists everywhere, this isn't true. 
Allow me to clear this up so we 
can save everyone the trouble of 
hearing this lie repeated In every 
left-wing editorial throughout 
the year. 
While it is true that there 
was no direct connection 
between Iraq and the attacks 
of September 11 (in fact no one 
in the Bush Administration has 
ever stated otherwise), it is sim- 
ply ignorant to believe that there 
was no connection whatsoever 
between Iraq and al-Qaida. 
The 9/11 Commission Report 
mentions several instances of 
communication between Bin 
Ladin and Saddam's regime: "In 
March 1998, after Bin Ladin's 
public fatwa against the United 
States, two al Qaeda members 
reportedly went to Iraq to meet 
with Iraqi intelligence. In My, 
an Iraqi delegation traveled to 
Afghanistan to meet first with 
the Taliban and dien with Bui 
Ladin" (p. 66, if you happen to 
own a copy). The report goes 
on to say: "Similar meetings 
between Iraqi officials and Bin 
Ladin or his aides may have 
occurred in 1999 during a period 
of some reported strains with 
the Taliban. According to the 
reporting, Iraqi officials offered 
Bin ladin a safe haven in Iraq. 
Bin Ladin declined, apparently 
judging the circumstances in 
Afghanistan more favorable than 
the Iraqi alternative" (also on 
p. 66). After the removal of the 
Taliban however, it's doubtful 
that Bin Ladin would continue 
to find conditions in Afghanistan 
quite so favorable. 
The fact that Saddam would 
offer to harbor a known terror- 
ist should come as no surprise, 
considering that Abu Musab al- 
Zarqawi, who prior to September 
11 operated an Al-Qaida training 
camp in Afghanistan, fled to Iraq 
following the fall of the Taliban 
and received medical treatment 
in a Baghdad hospital. Saddam's 
financial support of Palestinian 
suicide bombers is also well 
documented. 
A little bit of advise to anyone 
planning on writing into the BG 
News in the future; they're called 
facts, and they can really help 
hold together an argument 
ERIKCRIBLEY 
SOPHOMORE 
ecrible@bgsu.edu 
liberal views are legitimate too 
AMANDA 
HOOVER 
Guest Columnist 
I have to say that I am 
impressed. Only a week 
into the year and one of 
BG's new budding minds has 
already figured out that profes- 
sors have opinions. 
Unlike high school, instruc- 
tors aren't required to censor 
themselves down to a lifeless 
shell droning on with only 
doubly proven, government 
regulated and FDA approved 
lectures. I can understand what 
a shock it must be to hear these 
biases, but must attest that I am 
surprised to hear that the most 
offensive thing Hoostal heard 
was that freedom of protest is a 
constitutional right. 
I am only thankful he did 
not hear one of my professors 
sharing his thorough enjoy- 
ment of the bumper sticker 
"Somewhere in Texas, a village 
is missing its idiot." I can only 
image the bitter tirade that 
would have been spawned 
from such a comment. 
But this is just one of the gifts 
that college has to offer expo- 
sure to diversity. Yes, diversity 
isn't just about race; it includes 
political values among other 
things. If our conservative 
friends do not want to hear 
opinions that differ from their 
own, my suggestion is that they 
stick their fingers in their ears 
and hum something patriotic. 
But for those who do care to 
understand where the evil liber- 
als are coming up with these 
strange notions of free speech 
and empirical evidence, I ask 
for just a moment of your time 
to explain. 
To begin with the 
"fast and loose" lib- 
eral interpretation 
of the Constitution; 
the 1st Amendment 
does not "infer" the 
right to protest, it 
guarantees the right 
to free speech and 
petition. It's part of 
that whole "democ- 
racy" bit. 
The 2nd 
Amendment, on the 
other hand, guaran- 
tees that people can 
"bear Arms" so long as a militia 
is necessary. While we ponder 
that, I offer up the fact that the 
Constitution is well over 200 
years old and not only do we 
have no need for a militia, but 
also that it's not the people car- 
rying muskets and bayonets 
that I worry about, it's the ones 
with semi-automatics in their 
glove boxes. 
I am too ashamed by the 
blatant refusal to even consider 
understanding other cultures to 
make a point of it here. Instead 
I address the issue of creation, 
scratch that, "intelligent design" 
vs. evolution. 
The only point necessary 
here is to say that the reason 
"If someone 
wants 
creation 
taught, they 
should try 
getting more 
people in 
church to 
Sunday." 
evolution is taught in science 
classes is because evolution is 
a scientific theory. Intelligent 
design, on the other hand, has 
nothing to do with science. 
Intelligent design is taught in 
churches; therefore it is not 
necessary to teach 
it in science class. 
If someone 
wants creation 
taught, they 
should try getting 
more people to 
church on Sunday. 
Chances are, those 
students learning 
about evolution 
in science class 
who do not know 
about the intel- 
ligent design the- 
ory aren't going to 
believe it anyway. 
Although, 1 am open to 
compromise; schools teach 
both if churches teach both. 
That's all we need to know 
about that, then. 
I apologize on behalf of my 
evil liberal biases. I hope that 
I have not poisoned anyone's 
mind with my preoccupa- 
tion with "such standards" as 
speaking my mind, caring 
about countries other than 
my own and not sending good 
people to die. Finding the one 
man we know to be responsi- 
ble for the attacks is way more 
difficult than just blowing up 
one big country where we've 
seen other terrorists get 
funding before. 
ON THE STREET 
"Doyou think 
Hollywood will 
respond to help the 
hurricane victims like 
they did for the 
tsunami?" 
JL 
STEVEN WALKER 
SENIOR, JAZZ STUDIES 
"No, they have filled 
their charity quota for 
the year." 
m 
NATHAN WEIDENH0FT 
JUNIOR, EDUCATION 
"Yes, the country 
always comes together 
during tragic times." 
t 
BERNARD LITTLE 
JUNIOR. IPC 
"Yes, people will stand 
for a good cause. Tell 
my baby Halle Berry 
to help." 
SAMANTHAC0LE 
FRESHMAN, 
BIOCHEMISTRY 
"Yes, but 1 don't think 
other countries will 
help us like we helped 
them." 
Helping to repair 
nature's terrorism 
My fellow students. 1 have 
a plea. 
Have you watched TV 
since Hurricane Katrina made 
landfall? Have you seen the 
newspapers? Our gulf states 
look like a war-tom country, 
under feet of water that are the 
result of broken levees and tor- 
rential downpours. 
In an instant, lives were 
destroyed. Families separated, 
houses demolished, memories 
swept down a river that had 
been a street where children 
played and families gathered. 
Our daily complaints have 
just paled. No matter how 
much homework you have, 
the amount of studying, the 
lack of sleep - that is nothing 
Thousands of casualties are 
expected in New Orleans. 
President Bush flew over the 
area for about thirty-five min- 
utes to survey the destruction. 
Upon viewing the scene, he 
remarked that "It is devastating." 
One news station drew a com- 
parison between the President's 
fly over of the southern states 
and his fly over of the post-9/11 
disaster site. The memories 
were very similar. Bowling 
Green, this is nature's terrorism, 
and the scariest thing is, it can- 
not be stopped. 
The pictures on TV can't begin 
to describe what these people 
are living through. Louisiana 
emergency officials have 
reported that the water is begin- 
ning to recede - but in its wake 
are the corpses of both humans 
and animals. Traveling by car is 
virtually impossible, and many 
are making their way around 
in boats. They arc sharing the 
waters with sharks and alligators. 
People are starving and there 
is no fresh food or water, the 
water supply is contaminated 
because sewers are overflow- 
ing. The heat is oppressive and 
besides having nowhere to go, 
hundreds of thousands are also 
stuck in their homes, in their 
attics, as a result of making their 
way upstairs to escape the rising 
waters. The only way out is to 
make a hole in the roof. There 
is no telephone service, and 
it's expected to be two or three 
months before the New Orleans 
area has their power back. 
Heart-wrenching pictures of 
those who have lost everything, 
holding pictures of loved ones 
they have yet to be reunited 
with, are everywhere. There Is 
the story of a man who should 
have taken one of the evacua- 
tion buses to the Astrodome in 
Houston, but would not leave 
without finding his wife. 
DANIELLE 
WINTERS 
Opinion Columnist 
Where do you begin to clean 
up a catastrophe like this? The 
Department of Defense is send- 
ing fifty helicopters and eight 
ships, as well as water and tarps, 
to begin the recovery. Foreign 
countries, such as Canada, 
Germany, Venezuela and Saudi 
Arabia are coming to our aid. 
So what can we do? What 
MUST we do? 
We are going to get together 
and set up tables to take dona- 
tions of money that can be 
sent to 11 MA. the Salvation 
Army or the Red Cross. We are 
Americans, and we have always 
taken care of everyone else. Now 
it is time to take care of our own. 
Remember how we donated 
in droves for the Tsunami effort? 
l£t's double it now, our own 
have been affected this time, and 
they are in such desperate need 
of our help. Most of us cant take 
time off to fly down and help, 
but we can make a change from 
right here on campus. 
As you celebrate Labor Day 
weekend, think of those who 
won't be celebrating, but who 
will be trying to salvage any 
semblance of their lives that 
previously existed. Ask for help 
among your friends, families, 
and communities. 
Think of this as a reason to 
do something good for yourself 
in order to help our desperately 
needy and crisis-ridden brethren 
in the south. Give up smok- 
ing or drinking, even just for a 
month; forget about junk food 
and put off buying those to-die- 
for shoes you have been eyeing. 
Contribute that extra money to 
the cause. Most of the people 
youareseeingonTVdonot 
have shoes, let alone their family 
members. All they have is the 
clothes on their backs. 
We are so caught up in our 
own lives and little nuances. We 
cannot watch these scenes of 
devastation on TV and be glad it 
was not us. because tragedy can 
happen at any time. We have to 
help these people as we would 
want to be helped if we were the 
victims. As responsible US citi- 
zens and the next generation of 
leaders that have the privilege of 
going to college, we owe it to our 
country and our fellow citizens 
to make sacrifices and to help 
So make a difference, BG. We 
have to do this, and we will do 
this, lust remember those pic- 
tures on TV are of human beings. 
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TAR ASKS GOVERNMENT FOR DROUGHT AID 
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) — Gov. Bob Taft asked the 
federal government yesterday to help Ohio farmers 
who have suffered through dry weather this summer. 
The governor said crop losses will be widespread this 
year. Farmers would be eligible if they lost at least 30 
percent of their crop production. 
  www.bgnews.com/state SWE 
Gas prices hit all-time high 
U.S. Government 
to loan oil relief to 
struggling refiners 
TOLEDO, Ohio (AP)—Gas pric- 
es around Ohio soared above $3 
per gallon yesterday, in some 
cases jumping about 50 cents a 
gallon or more overnight. 
Prices at many Toledo-area 
gas stations were running about 
$3.09 a gallon. 
In Bryan, one station was 
selling regular unleaded gas at 
$3.29 yesterday. 
"We're hearing that some sta- 
tions are dipping their toe in 
the water over $3 now," said 
Brian Newbacher. spokesman 
for the AAA Ohio Motorists 
Association. 
Another concern is that 
wholesale gasoline suppli- 
ers have started limiting the 
amount of fuel they are selling 
to retailers to make sure they 
do not take more fuel than they 
need in the wake of Hurricane 
Katrina, 
"it means that some retail sta- 
tions can expect a finiteamount 
of gas to reach their stations," 
Newbacher said. 
The price jumps came even as 
crude oil prices fell yesterday. 
The U.S. government 
announced it would loan oil 
to refiners struggling to keep 
production of gasoline and 
other fuels steady since the 
hurricane. 
That should provide some 
relief, but it won't happen right 
away, Newbacher said. 
"We're going to pay more for 
it, and it's going to take time for 
it to get back to more reasonable 
prices," he said. "We're just going 
to have to weather the storm." 
Jamie-Andrea Yanak APPtwto 
THE BIG MOVE: The entrance of the Ohio State Penitentiary in Youngstown. Death row inmates would have 
better living conditions under a plan to move them from a prison in Mansfield to one in Youngstown. 
Inmate move on hold 
ACLU argues death row inmates' constitutional rights 
By )oe Milicia 
IHl tSSOCUIED PKiSS 
CLEVELAND — Death row 
inmates would have better living 
conditions under a plan to move 
them from a prison in Mansfield 
to one in Youngstown, a state 
prison official testified yesterday. 
The planned move of Ohio's 
approximately 200 condemned 
killers to the supermaximum 
security Ohio State Penitentiary 
is being challenged in U.S. 
District Court by the American 
Civil Liberties Union. 
The ACLU argues that the 
move would deny inmates' con- 
stitutional due process rights 
and that a prior court ruling for- 
bids inmates from being sent to 
the Youngstown prison unless 
they prove to be a security risk. 
The state needs to move the 
inmates to save money, said 
attorney Mark Landes, who rep- 
resents the Ohio Department of 
Rehabilitation and Correction 
in a hearing before U.S. District 
Judge James Gwin. 
"This is not standard, but 
this is a better deal for these 
inmates," Landes said. "We 
should be allowed to try it." 
Staughton Lynd, an attor- 
ney volunteering for the ACLU, 
questioned the state prison sys- 
tem's assistant director, Terry 
Collins on the size of the out- 
door recreation areas at both 
the Mansfield Correctional 
Institution and the Youngstown 
prison. 
Collins testifies that, at 
roughly 21,000 square feet, the 
recreation area at the Mansfield 
prison is about 20 times larg- 
er than the one at the prison 
in Youngstown. He said the 
important issue is the amount 
of time inmates can spend in 
the recreation area. 
Collins said that 36 death row 
inmates who have earned privi- 
leges for good behavior, such 
as extra time permitted out 
of their cells, might lose some 
when moved, but he said that as 
a whole, the death row inmates 
would have better conditions. 
"More inmates would receive 
more privileges than what 
currently exists for them at 
Mansfield," Collins said. 
States to push for Internet sales tax 
This fall, states 
to more strongly 
enforce Internet tax 
By Robert Tanner 
IHCttSKIMEDIIIESS 
Going online to buy the latest 
bestseller or those photos from 
summer vacation may be tax 
free for most people today, but 
it won't last forever. 
Come this fall, 13 states will 
start encouraging — though 
not demanding — that online 
businesses collect sales taxes 
just as Main Street stores are 
required to do, and more states 
are considering joining the 
effort. 
Right now, buyers are 
expected to pay sales taxes on 
Internet purchases themselves 
directly to the state when they 
pay their income taxes. But it's 
not widely enforced, and states 
say it costs them upwards of 
$15 billion a year in lost rev- 
enues, collectively. 
"Taxes that it was difficult 
to collect before will now be 
collected. And consumers will 
pay that," said David Quam 
at the National Governors 
Association, helping lead the 
five-year effort that brought 
together state revenue offi- 
cials, legislators and business 
leaders. 
The question of taxing 
Internet sales has been in limbo 
since the dawn of the computer 
era, when the only issue was 
catalog sales across state lines. 
A 1992 U.S. Supreme Court 
ruling forbids states from forc- 
ing a business to collect their 
sales taxes unless the company 
has a physical presence in the 
affected state. 
Organizersofthestates'effort, 
known as the Streamlined 
Sales Tax Project, sought to 
unify tax rules and definitions 
among the states. They hope 
to persuade federal lawmakers 
to pass a new law to overcome 
the Supreme Court ruling and 
allow states to take the next 
step—demandingonline com- 
panies levy the taxes. 
"Certainly at Amazon, we 
have no plans to volunteer," 
said Rich Prem, top tax official 
at Amazon.com Inc., the online 
giant with $7 billion in annual 
sales. The company will work 
with state and federal leaders, 
but will only start collecting 
state taxes "if you make it sim- 
ple, if you make it fair," he said. 
The 13 states consider- 
ing implementing the tax 
are: Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, 
Kentucky, Michigan, 
Minnesota, Nebraska, New 
Jersey, North Carolina, North 
Dakota, Oklahoma, South 
Dakota, and West Virginia. 
Five that will be added in the 
next few years are Arkansas, 
Ohio, Tennessee, Utah and 
Wyoming 
Share your space, but live on your own. 
AN furnishings pictured are from Wal-Mart. Storage 
WAL-MART 
Get everything for your dorm room at Walmart.com and still afford tuition.       ALWAYS LOW PRICES. 
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Piepkow named to 
Butkus Award list 
BGSU linebacker, Teddy 
Piepkow was recently listed as 
one of 65 candidates for the 
Butkus Award, given annually to 
the nation's top Linebacker. 
Piepkow was second on the 
team with 81 tackles in 2004 and 
had two interceptions. 
TENNIS: RAIN POSTPONES U.S. OPEN YESTERDAY. BELOW 
THURSDAY 
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See you in Madison 
By Ryan AutuHo 
«astwt sroms ran* 
The members of the University of 
Wisconsin football team had their 
suspicions. 
But at the same time, they were 
shocked when long-rime head 
coach Barry Alvarez announced in 
July he would retire at the end of 
the forthcoming season. 
"I guess everybody knew it was 
coming but it was unexpected 
that it would be so soon." said 
lonathan Orr, a senior wide 
receiver. "It was kind of far from 
everybody's mind because we 
were gerting ready for camp." 
Wisconsin, which has been to 
11 bowl games during Alvarez's 
tenure, will host BGSU at noon 
Saturday in Madison. Wis. for only 
the second meeting ever between 
the two teams. As if the beginning 
of a new season wasn't enough to 
be excited about, the Badgers arc 
also focused on rallying around 
their beloved coach. Alvarez will 
soon begin his 14th and final sea- 
son at Wisconsin before Ills duties 
are relegated to the role of athletic 
director at the school — a position 
he already holds in addition to 
coaching. 
"Not that it wasn't big before, 
but now it's even more reason to 
just leave it out on the field — just 
to send him out the right way," On- 
said. "We're looking at it as more of 
a challenge than anything else." 
A challenge indeed. 
Wisconsin looks strikingly dif- 
ferent than it did last year when 
it went 9-3 — losing its final 
three games — and played in the 
Outback Bowl. Gone is an entire 
defensive line now in the NFL, 
BenSwanger BGNews 
MOVING FORWARD: Charles 
Sharon, seen here against 
Eastern Michigan in 2004, will 
lead the Falcons in Madison. 
including Minnesota Vikings 
first-round pick !-.rasmus lames. 
Gone is the blazingly-fast run- 
ning back Anthony Davis, who in 
only eight games rushed for more 
than 1,000 yards. 
And gone are the demanding 
preseason expectations usually 
synonymous with the Wisconsin 
football program. 
"That's something we noticed 
more recently," Orr said of the 
team's lack of national exposure. 
"I would rather have it like this 
probably than some of the odier 
ways. It really doesn't matter what 
people say. We just want to go out 
then1 and handle our business." 
Meanwhile, BG is about to 
begin what many think could be 
its best season in several years. 
The Falcons, who went 9-3 in 
2004 and defeated Memphis in 
the GMAC Bowl, return most of 
the key components on a high- 
powered offense which scored 40 
or more points on nine occasions 
in 2004. Quarterback Ornar lacobs 
has thrown his hat in the Heisman 
Trophy race, and Charles Sharon 
has already caught the most 
touchdown passes in program 
history. 
"It's no secret that passing game 
of Uieirs is pretty good, and their 
defense isn't a joke, either," Orr 
said. We're just going to play our 
brand of football, and hopefully 
they'll come to play well. 
Orr caught 13 passes last year 
for a team-high three touchdowns. 
fie will be lined up opposite of 
Brandon Williams, who needs just 
33 receptions to break the career 
record at Wisconsin. Responsible 
for getting the ball to the tandem 
will be junior John Stocca who 
threw for 1,999 yards last year and 
won his first nine starts under 
center. Replacing Davis at running 
back is Brian Calhoun, who sat out 
last year after transferring from 
Colorado. In 2003, Calhoun led the 
liuffalos in rushing with 810 yards 
while scoring five touchdowns. 
"He wasn't (at Colorado) when I 
was there, but I saw him at die Big 
XII championships a couple years 
ago against Oklahoma and he was 
running by those guys," said BG 
MADISON, PAGE 7 
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STEPPING AWAY: Wisconsin footlball coach Barry Alvarez announced he will step down from his position at 
the end of the 2005 season. Alvarez and the Badgers will host BG Saturday. 
Women's soccer hopes to heat up incZona 
Falcons looking for 
first win of season out 
west over weekend 
By Danielle Tanner 
BtPORIER 
The Bowling Green women's 
soccer team hopes to shake two 
early season losses this week- 
end as they compete in the La 
Quinta Inn & Suites Mountain 
Classic hosted by Northern 
Arizona University. 
Tomorrow, the Falcons will 
face the hosting I-umbcrjacks 
before playing Boise State on 
Sunday. 
"They'll both betough games," 
BG coach Andy Richards said. 
The Lumberjacksopened their 
season much like the Falcons, 
dropping their first two regular 
season games. NAD was shutout 
3-0 Friday by San Diego, who is 
ranked No. 25 in the nation. Two 
days later, they were topped 2-1 
by San Diego State. 
The squad includes 17 letter 
winners from last year, giving 
them a wealth of experience. 
Kaidin Baum, a freshmen tar- 
get forward who scored the 
lumberjacks' lone goal over the 
weekend, will likely challenge 
the Falcon defense. 
"It will be a very tough game 
for us. but we need stiff competi- 
tion right now," Richards said. 
Boise State opened its sea- 
son at home Sunday with a 3-0 
loss to No. 26 ranked Utah. The 
Broncos also have a roster full 
of experienced players, as 19 
atluetes are back from last year's 
squad which went 9-8-2. Boise 
State boasts a strong defense 
anchored by Western Athletic 
Conference preseason team 
members Kim Parker, defend- 
er, and Stephanie Campbell, 
keeper. 
After a frustrating weekend, 
the Falcons spent Monday rest- 
ing before returning to condi- 
tioning and practice Tuesday. 
Richards said die squad is 
specifically focusing on compet- 
ing stronger heading into this 
weekend's tournament. 
A possible boost for the 
Falcons will come from the 
return of forward Britt Anderson, 
who has been out with an ankle 
injury. Richards is hopeful she 
will return for either Friday or 
Sunday's match. Meanwhile, 
Richards is counting on a solid 
performance over the weekend. 
"If we perform well and get 
some good results, I'll be abso- 
lutely delighted," he said. 
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WATER ON COURT: Workers squeegee the court during a rain delay at the U.S. Open tournament in New York yesterday. 
Despite strong winds, victory a breeze for Sharapova 
By St8V6 WMstOM 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
NEW YORK—Wispy Maria 
Sharapova was one strong gust 
away from getting knocked 
over, though not out, at the U.S. 
Open. 
"I'm really glad I had a piece 
of chocolate cake last night," she 
joked "Otherwise I would have 
been blown away. It made me 
heavier." 
Nearly as thin as her racket, 
the top-seeded Sharapova had 
more trouble with gales up to 
36 mph playing tricks with the 
balls than she did with any of 
the shots by Dally Randriantefy 
in a 6-1,6-0 rout Wednesday that 
took all of 49 minutes. 
"The first few games I was 
serving 69 miles per hour," 
Sharapova said. "It's pretty 
funny. I think it's even funnier 
from TV because they can't see 
the wind. These people prob- 
ably think we look like begin- 
ners. That's the sad part." 
A trailing front from rem- 
nants of Hurricane Katrina 
blew through the Open, the 
sun played peek-a-boo all day, 
dark clouds came and went after 
morning rain, and the lingering 
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Smith no longer 
secondary among Db's 
Defensive backfield 
goes through shake 
up before opener 
By Sean Corp 
SPORTS EDITOR 
BG's new look secondary will 
be an even newer-look second- 
ary when the Falcons face off 
against Wisconsin Saturday at 
Camp Randall. 
The depth chart has been 
shifted, or in the words of BG 
Coach Gregg Brandon, "it shook 
itself up." 
The shake-up is thanks, in 
large part, to the emergence of 
Antonio Smith. Smith, 5-foot-10 
175 pounds, is a true freshman 
out of Miami, Fla. who was cap- 
tained the Willi.iiii 
Turner Tech Rockets 
just a few months 
ago. 
Now his first assign- 
ment will be to line 
up across from one 
of the top teams in 
one of the premiere 
conferences in all of 
college football. 
"Antonio     Smith 
is a true freshman 
that earned a spot at 
comer," Brandon said, 
great cover skills, a very instinc- 
tive player." 
Brandon liked what he saw 
from Antonio throughout camp 
as well as the high quality of com- 
petition he faced while in high 
school down in Florida 
"He's out of one of the top pro- 
grams in Florida He played high 
school against guys that are going 
to Florida, Florida State, Miami," 
Brandon said. "He knows what 
speed looks like. He can cover." 
. With Smith slotted as the 
starting comerback across from 
senior Jelani Jordan, the team 
has moved Territl Mayberry to 
free safety. 
The move will probably ben- 
"Antonio 
Smith is 
a true 
freshman 
that earned 
a spot at 
corner." 
COACH BRANDON 
He has 
efit the team in the long run, 
Brandon said, but Wisconsin 
might be another story. "I'm 
not really fired up about (the 
switch! against Wisconsin." The 
171-pound Mayberry will be 
matched up against bigger play- 
ers throughout the Wisconsin 
lineup. The Badgers' starting 
tailback. Brian Calhoun is 5-10 
and 194 pounds, their starting 
tight end, Owen Daniels, is 6-3 
and 247 pounds and their slot 
receiver, larvis Minton, is 6-1 and 
202 pounds. 
"Terrill will throw his body in 
there," Brandon said. "I just hope 
he doesn't have to do that too 
many times." 
Other changes from the train- 
ing camp depth chart to the 
one scheduled to start against 
Wisconsin includes 
another true fresh- 
man, Kenny Lewis, 
being a primary 
backup at corner- 
back. "Kenny's a good 
player," Brandon said. 
"He's also worked 
his way into the two- 
deep. It's nice to see 
those young kids step 
it up." 
John Nicholson 
senior, has moved 
from a backup cornerback to 
backup free safety. Sophomore 
Deaudre Perry has moved up to 
starting strong safety. 
On the offensive side of the ball 
Jonathan Gulp, senior, has risen 
to the top of the depth chart at 
center. 
"Jon Culp has emerged at cen- 
ter," Brandon said. "I'm really 
excited for Jon because this is his 
chance to finish his career on a 
high note. Hell be a senior leader 
on that offensive line." 
Alsoemergingareyoungreceiv- 
ers Corey Partridge and Marques 
Parks who have gone from back- 
ups to primary receivers on the 
depth chart right behind Charles 
Sharon and Steve Sanders. 
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Falcons begin year in Chicago 
BylasonlDixon 
SENIOR REPORTED 
, With the benefit of talent and 
depth, a quiet battle to crack the 
starting lineup may have main- 
tained its uncertain status for 
some players on the Bowling 
Green volleyball team head- 
ing into this weekend's season 
opener. 
Still, the Falcons travel to the 
University of Illinois-Chicago 
Invitational equipped with an 
aura of confidence, according to 
coach Denise Van DeWalle. 
"We're still trying to figure 
out who's going to be out on the 
floor," she said. "There are some 
players who we know are going 
to be on the floor because of 
what they can do ... but every- 
one has been competing hard 
during practice." 
"The excitement and energy 
level has been very high," Van De 
Walle continued. "1 think every- 
one is ready to start the season 
and play someone else." 
BG will open the five-team 
tournament at 9 a.m. tomorrow 
against the Denver Pioneers, who 
were the preseason pick to win 
the Sun Belt Conference West 
Division. 
The Falcons will face host 
UIC (0-2) at 2 p.m., and close 
out the tournament Saturday 
with games against College of 
Charleston (2-0), which was 
picked to win the Southern 
Conference regular season title, 
and lames Madison (0-1) at 9 
a.m. and 2 p.m., respectively. 
Van De Walle said the tourna- 
ment will be a good test for her 
young team, which added four 
freshmen and return eight let- 
ter-winners from last year's 17-14 
squad, including redshirt fresh- 
man Kendra Halm. Ten of the 13 
players are underclassmen. 
"A lot of teams opened the 
season last weekend, but that 
extra week of practice has really 
helped us prepare for this tour- 
nament," she said. "We're really 
young, but this will be a good 
opportunity for us to start the 
season off on a good note with 
some tough competition." 
Though Van DeWalle sits at 396 
wins and counting, she is excited 
about the possibility of reach- 
ing a milestone but said she just 
wants to leave the tournament 
with more wins than losses. 
"I don't think the team knows," 
she said. "It'll be nice to reach 
win No. 400 this weekend, but 
we need to take it one game at 
a time." 
This weekend will be a home- 
coming for sophomores Maggie 
Karges and Corrie Mills, both of 
whom are from Illinois. 
"It's exciting to be going back 
to play in my home state, espe- 
cially since we won't be playing 
Northern (Illinois) twice any- 
more," said Karges, a native of 
loliet, 111. "My parents came to a 
few home games last season, but 
it'll be nice to play in front of the 
rest of my family and friends." 
Mills shared Karges' sentiment 
about playing back home. 
"It's always nice to go back 
home and play in front of your 
family," said Mills, a redshirt 
sophomore from Elgin, III. 
"This will be an exciting week- 
end for our team because we're 
all just ready to start the sea- 
son. Hopefully we can come 
out, play hard and win all 
four games." 
Julie DiFianco BGNews 
HERE IT COMES: BG sophomore Corrie Mills awaits a ball during a recent practice. Mills and the Falcons will 
visit Chicago this weekend to open the 2005 season with three non-conference games. 
Elements delay Open 
WINDS, FROM PAGE 6 
heat and humidity continued to 
test the mettle of players. 
Paper and plastic scudded 
across the courts, umpires' 
microphones rumbled with the 
sound of the wind, and the jets 
that are often diverted away from 
the National Tennis Center roared 
constantly overhead to and from 
nearby LaGuardia Airport, lobs 
that looked as if they were perfect 
sometimes sailed long, some- 
times flew back toward the net. It 
was a day for double-faults, a day 
for muttered curses. 
Not surprisingly, the top play- 
ers handled the shifting condi- 
tions better. A day after former 
champion Andy Roddick fell in 
the first round, there were no 
major upsets. 
No. 4 Kim Clijsters, bidding for 
her first major title, won again 
in straight sets, as did two-time 
former champion, No. 8 Serena 
Williams and No. 10 seed Venus 
Williams. In men's matches, 
former champ and No. 3 seed 
Ueyton Hewitt won in straight 
sets, and No. 15 Dominik Hrbaty, 
No 17 David Ferrer and No 25 
Taylor Dent all advanced. 
"It was deathly windy,"Williams 
said, exaggerating a bit after beat- 
ing Russian Maria Kirilenko 6-1, 
6-3. "It didn't choose a direction. 
It was just swirling at random. I 
tried to add more spin, take some 
off the serve, try to get the first 
serve in. Not go for too much, 
but still play the right shots, try to 
move forward and be aggressive. 
"It's easy to fumble and easy 
to self-destruct in those kind of 
conditions." 
Williams is one win away from 
playing her sister Serena, a 6-2, 
6-2 victor over Catalina Castano 
of Colombia in the night session. 
The sisters are accustomed to 
meeting in the finals of Grand 
Slam events. This time it would 
be in the fourth round. 
"I think that's definitely going 
to be the most exciting" Serena 
said "One of us will be going to 
the quarters." 
Decked out in $40,000 dia- 
mond earrings and a diamond 
necklace, Serena said she would 
be donating $100 for each ace 
the rest of the year to help vic- 
tims of Hurricane Katrina in 
New Orleans. In this match, that 
amounted to only $200. 
"If I don't start doing it (more) 
with the aces, I'm going to have 
to start doing it with the double- 
faults," she said. 
Sharapova, 18, kidded about 
gaining weight from a piece of 
cake but she was serious when 
asked if she can feel herself 
growing taller. 
"Yeah, I actually do." she said. 
She started the year listed 
as a 6-footer in the WIA Tour 
guide, had that changed later to 
6-1 in her bio on the tour's Web 
site, and recently owned up to 
being 6-1 1/2. Vanity is keeping 
her from changing that to what 
might be closer to the truth — 6- 
2 or 6-3. 
"No, I'm not going to admit it, 
even if I am," she said. 
She's been listed at 130 pounds 
all year and said she wouldn't 
mind adding to that a bit. 
"Definitely not fat or cellulite," 
she said. "I'd prefer muscle." 
Clijsters, built lower to the 
ground and a little more solidly 
at 5-8 1/2,150, ran her record for 
the year to 51 -6 as she seeks her 
seventh title of the season and 
first Grand Slam championship. 
She missed the Open last year 
after wrist surgery. 
"Even when I was injured .last 
year, when I started playing again, 
you get motivated," she said. 
"It motivates you to work hard 
because you know that those 
girls, they're working every day 
hard to get back, to be strong 
"I knew I had to put in twice 
the effort if I wanted to come 
back. It's not just one player. It's 
the whole group that keeps you 
motivated and hungry to play 
tennis." 
Wisconsin fans will be raucous 
MADISON, FROM PAGE 6 
coach Gregg Brandon, who was 
an assistant at Colorado from 
1999-00. "We've got to tackle that 
guy. We've got to swarm him and 
hit him." 
Although he graduated from 
nearby Henry Ford High School 
in Detroit, Orr knew very little 
about BG's program growing up. 
The Falcon coaching staff didn't 
actively recruit Orr — Michigan's 
seventh best prospect in 
2001—either. 
"I was aware of the program, 
but I didn't know too much about 
the program," he said. 
Orr said he is both looking 
forward to playing football on 
Saturdays again and the ambiance 
that comes with it And he insisted 
Badger fans will be amped for the 
game, even though it begins at 11 
amCDT. 
"Our fans are pretty used to it," 
he said. "They'll be pumped up 
and ready to go. It will be a good 
atmosphere to kick the season 
off with.1' 
T—    r-T." 
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NCAA displays compassion after hurricane 
Athletes encouraged 
to visit with their 
families after Katrina 
By Michael Marot 
THE iSSOCIAlEO PRESS 
INDIANAPOLIS—The NCAA 
wants university officials and 
student-athletes to focus on 
recovery efforts from Hurricane 
Katrina rather than worry about 
infractions, schedule changes or 
travel restrictions. 
To help, college athletics' gov- 
erning body may temporarily 
adjust some of its most restric- 
tive rules. 
Steve Mallonee, the NCAA's 
managing director for member- 
ship services, said Wednesday 
the NCAA is willing to give 
athletes and universities more 
latitude to travel, provide more 
benefits to athletes' families and 
even allow students to com- 
pete without attending classes 
because of the storm that devas- 
tated (he Gulf Coast. 
"Any rule that can negatively 
impact an institution or the stu- 
dent-athletes, I think we'll be 
proactive in," Mallonee told The 
Associated Press. "The message 
we'd like is that we have a pro- 
cess that can and will be flexible 
to any of our institutions that are 
impacted." 
Other potential changes 
include moving games to differ- 
ent venues, extending seasons, 
and possibly allowing athletes' 
families to stay on campuses. 
In past years, schools have 
postponed or canceled games 
because of hurricanes and other 
inclement weather. The NCAA 
allowed some games to be 
rescheduled, and after the Sept. 
11 terrorist attacks, the nation's 
college games 
were      postponed "Right 
- and  most were . 
rescheduled. 
athletes at those schools ineli- 
gible under NCAA rules — while 
other schools may want to use 
football stadiums or basketball 
arenas as relief centers. 
That could force games to be 
canceled or moved. 
The NCAA hopes a more flexi- 
ble approach will give schools an 
opportunity to help communi- 
ties, allow athletes to assist family 
and friends and compete on the 
playing field. 
"The first prior- 
ity of those schools 
caught in Katrina's 
Still,   the   NCAA   focusing OUT    path is the students. 
has a reputation 
for its rigid stances. 
The 2003 men's and 
women's basket- 
ball tournaments 
were not delayed by 
the start of the Iraq 
war, the 1981 NCAA 
championship was 
played the night 
President Reagan was shot and 
some people have complained 
the organization is prone to 
following the letter of its volu- 
minous rule book rather than 
the intent. 
But, the NCAA has never faced 
anything like this. 
Experts predict it could take 
months for some areas, including 
New Orleans, to recover. Classes 
could be canceled — making 
priorities 
where they 
should be..." 
STEVE MALLONEE, 
NCAA DIRECTOR 
staff and families 
who have been put 
in harm's way," 
President Myles 
Brand said in a state- 
ment. "It is too early 
to say what the exact 
solutions will be, but 
the national office 
will work to accom- 
modate these unique and unfor- 
tunate circumstances." 
The impact of the rules chang- 
es could be felt from coast to 
coast. 
Mallonee said, if Southern 
California had a basketball player 
whose home was in New Orleans, 
the NCAA might ease some of 
its travel restrictions to help him 
get to Los Angeles. Current rules 
only allow schools to pay for nec- 
essary travel to and from school 
events and limit the timeframe 
in which they can travel. 
"They don't need to be worry- 
ing about whether the situations 
they're reacting to violate NCAA 
rules," Mallonee said. "We want 
them to do what thev need to 
do." 
Brand said the organization 
also would work with confer- 
ence officials on scheduling and 
other issues, including qualifying 
for postseason bowls or tourna- 
ments. 
Already, Mallonee said he 
has spoken with officials from 
the Big 12, Conference USA, 
Southeastern and Sun Belt. But 
with phone lines and electric- 
ity sparse along the Gulf Coast, 
Mallonee said he has not yet 
reached officials from schools 
such as ISU, Tulane and New 
Orleans. 
What the NCAA wants most, 
though, is for everyone to under- 
stand that games are secondary 
to helping horricane victims. 
"Right now, we're focusing our 
priorities where they should IK- 
— on the people in the region." 
he said. "Me need to make sure 
we have ouf priorities right. 
We're the NCAA and we deal 
with it from an athletic perspec- 
tive. But this is much bigger than 
that. It puts things in a unique 
perspective." 
Seahawks sign former Cincinnati first-round draft pick 
By Melanthia Mitchell 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
SEATTLE — The Seattle 
Seahawks signed former 
Cincinnati Bengals receiver 
PeterWarrick to a one-year, $ 1.4 
million contract on Wednesday, 
agent Drew Rosenhaus said. 
Warrick passed a physical 
and signed a deal that includ- 
ed a $900,000 base salary, a 
$500,000 signing bonus and the 
opportunity to earn $880,000 in 
incentives, Rosenhaus said. 
The Seahawks did not imme- 
diately return a call seeking 
comment. 
Warrick was cut by Cincinnati 
on Tuesday, one day after the 
injury-plagued receiver had 
asked to be released if the 
Bengals had written him out of 
their plans. 
Seattle was the first team 
to call when he was released, 
"There's an opportunity therefor Peter to 
come in and contribute right away." 
DREW ROSENHAUS, AGENT 
Rosenhaus said, and the first 
team the receiver visited. 
"They're a team that really 
needs help at the receiver posi- 
tion," Rosenhaus said. "There's 
an opportunity there for Peter 
to come in and contribute right 
away." 
Warrick faces stiff competi- 
tion in Seattle, where he'll be 
the 10th receiver on the roster. 
He'll be battling for one of five 
or six spots when the Seahawks 
make final cuts after their last 
exhibition game Friday night 
against Minnesota. 
Warrick's history of leg prob- 
lems is not an issue, though, 
Rosenhaus said. 
"We don't really have any 
reservations about his health," 
the agent said. "We're confident 
that he's healthy and ready to 
do this." 
Warrick, 28, was the fourth 
overall pick in the 2000 draft, 
when he was selected by the 
struggling Bengals from nation- 
al champion Florida State. But 
Cincinnati failed to make the 
playoffs or have a winning sea- 
son during his five years. 
H is best season came i n 2003, 
when he caught 79 passes for 
819 yards, and carried 18 times 
for 157 yards and scored eight 
touchdowns. 
After tearing knee cartilage 
in December 2003, Warrick 
required arthroscopic sur- 
gery that caused him to miss 
only one game. But that was 
the start of leg problems that 
eventually cost him his roster 
spot. 
A small crack in a bone by 
the knee limited him to four 
games and 11 catches last 
season, his most exasperat- 
ing in Cincinnati. He missed 
the minicamps and the start 
of training camp while the leg 
healed. 
The five-year veteran played 
in one preseason game this 
year, carryingonceona reverse 
— he gained 2 yards before 
slipping — and failing to catch 
a pass. Then, he sat out prac- 
tices last week because of a 
tender hamstring. 
GRADUATE 
UPPER  LEVEL   HOUSING 
Studio Apartments Available 
for Fall ft Spring Semesters, or Entire Year 
• Low as $425 per month 
• Includes all utilities 
• Fully furnished 
• Stove, refrlg, microwave. 25" TV 
• laundry facilities 
• close to campus 
• full cable- $20/mo. 
Individual heat/AC 
outdoor pool 
plenty of parking 
1740 E. Wooster (behind Frtc*en) 
Bowflng Green, OH 
419-352-1520 
2 0 0 5 bf a welcome 
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 1 
-   Rene Hicks 
9 p.m., Lenhart Grand Ballroom, 
Bowen-Thompson Student Union 
"Whether it's societal ills or physical 
ills, laughter can be an effective 
healing tool," says comedian Rene 
Hicks. 
Rene Is a laughter specialist who 
is excited to inform you! 
Come see why laughter can be 
the best medicine! 
I 
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Looters take advantage of the chaos 
Guns, food, clothing and appliances stolen while governor asks for federal help 
By Kevin McGill 
IM£ ASSOCIAIE0 PRESS 
NEW ORLEANS — With 
law officers and National 
Guardsmen focused on saving 
lives, looters around the city 
spent another day bra/enK ran 
sacking stores for food, clothing, 
appliances     and guns. 
Thieves commandeered a 
forklift and used it to push up 
the storm shutters and break lire 
glass of a pharmacy. 
The crowd stormed the store, 
carrying out so much ice. water 
arrd food that it dropped from 
thelrarmsasthe) ran. rhestreet 
was littered with packages of 
ramen noodles and other items. 
Looters also chased down a 
state police truck lull of food 
The New Orleans police chief 
ran off looters while city offi- 
cials themselves were com- 
mandeering equipment from a 
looted office Depot During a 
state of emergency, authorities 
have broad powers to lake pri- 
vate supplies and buildings lor 
their use. 
Officials tried to balance secu- 
rity needs with saving lives. 
"We're multitasking right now," 
said New Orleans Police Capt, 
Marlon Defillo. "Rescue, necw 
ery. stabilization of looting, we're 
trying to feed the hungry." 
Gov, Kathleen bianco said 
she has asked the While I louse 
to send more people to help 
with evacuations and rescues, 
thereby freeing up National 
Guardsmen to stop looters. 
"We need to free up the 
National Guard to do security in 
the dry," Bianco said. 
New Orleans homeland seen 
ritychief, Terry Ebbert, said loot- 
ers were breaking Into stores all 
over town and stealingguns. I le 
said there are gangs of armed 
men moving around lire city. Al 
one point, officers stranded on 
the roof of a hotel were fired at 
by criminals on the street 
The Times-Picayune newspa- 
per reported that the gtrn set 
lion at a new Wal-Mart had been 
cleaned out by looters. 
Authorities said an officer was 
John Rowland AP Pluto 
NEVER TOO WET TO PLAY: A hole in the roof ot the Louisiana Superdome lets in a stream of light as 
children play on the field Tuesday, in New Orleans. The facility was used as the city's main shelter. 
slim intheheadandalootei was 
wounded In a shoot-out. The 
offk erwas expected to sun Ive. 
Authorities planned to send 
more i ban 70additional officers 
and an aimed personnel carrier 
Into the city. 
in the meantime, city authori- 
ties were putting a higher pri- 
ority on rescuing victims and 
tepalringalevee breach that was 
spilling water into the streets. 
"One of our fears is 
if we don't stop the 
breach, that we will 
put good people's 
lives in jeopardy." 
KATHLEEN BLANCO, LOUISIANA 
GOVERNOR 
"One of our fears is if we don I 
slop the breach, that we will put 
good people's lives in jeopardy, 
the governor said, "We are con 
cerned about essentials. We are 
asking for more military pres 
ence in the city to control the 
situation better. 
On New Orleans' (anal Street 
dozens of looters ripped open 
the steel gates on clothing and 
jewelry stores and grabbed 
merchandise. In Biloxi, Miss, 
people picked through casino 
slot machines for coins and 
ransacked other businesses. In 
some cases, the looting was In 
full view of police and National 
Guardsmen. 
The historic French Quarter 
appeared to have been spared 
the worst flooding, but its stores 
were getting the worst of human 
nature. 
'The looting is out of control 
The French Quarter has been 
attacked," Councilwoman 
Jackie Glarkson said. "We're 
using exhausted, scarce police 
to control looting when they 
should be used for search and 
test ue while we st ill have people 
on rooftops." 
Sen. Mary Landrieu's heli 
copter was taking off Tuesday 
for a flyover of the devastation 
and she watched as a group ol 
people smashed a window at 
a gas-station convenience store 
and jumped in. 
At a drug store in the French 
Quarter, people were running 
out with grocery baskets and 
coolers full of soft drinks, chips 
and diapers. Other looters were 
seen leaving a store with arm 
fuls of tennis shoes and football 
jerseys. 
Wood says FDA 
snub of science 
was final straw 
PLAN B, FROM PAGE 2 
Senate confirmation to begin 
his job this summer only after 
promising senators to make a 
final decision by Sept. I. 
Instead, Crawford announced 
Friday that while over-the-coun- 
ter sales to women 17 and older 
would be safe, younger teens 
would still need a prescrip- 
tion because of concern about 
whether they could use the drug 
properly — and that the agency 
didn't how know how to enforce 
an age limit. So he opened the 
question to public comment for 
60 days, but wouldn't say how 
soon after that FDA would rule. 
Plan B opponents, who con- 
sider the drug tantamount to 
abortion and have intensely lob- 
bied the Bush administration 
to reject over-the-counter sales, 
praised Crawford's move, say- 
ing easier access to emergency 
contraception may encourage 
teen sex. 
But contraception advocates 
decried it, saying easier access 
could halve the nation's3 million 
annual unintended pregnan- 
cies. FDA scientists have pub- 
licly called the pill safe, used by 
millions of women with few side 
effects, and in December 2003 
I be agency's scientific advisers 
overwhelmingly backed over- 
the-counter sales for all ages. 
When FDA first raised the 
teen concern last year, maker 
Barr Pharmaceuticals proposed 
the age limit, saying it could 
be enforced just like drugstores 
enforce age limits on cigarette 
sales. 
This time around, Wood said 
the final decision was made not 
in FDA's usual manner but "at 
the commissioner level... where 
most if not all of the professional 
staff were excluded." Nor has 
FDA ever raised questions about 
teen use of other drugs, she said. 
Wood, a biologist, joined FDA's 
women's health office in 2000, 
after directing women's health 
programs at its parent ageney. 
the Department of Health and 
I luman Services. 
She has worked as a research 
scientist and a prominent con- 
gressional adviser. 
^University Activities Organization Presents: 
SATURDAY OCTOBER 1,2005 
Doors Open @ 7pm 
Show Starts @ 8pm 
Anderson Arena 
I 
Ticket sales begin for BGSU Wednesday, Sept. 14 
Bowen Thompson Student l^fcf Multi Purpose Room 
With ID: $10 (Limit of 6) l^i^ 
Ticket sales begin for Public Fridafc Sept. 16. 
May be purchased at Bpwen Tho^H 
' • Union Info Desk or online it musr 
Cost for Non-BGSU: $15 
I 
wtow. 
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City Events 
BGSU vs Wisconsin 
Sal. Noon at Brathaus 
20 oz dratt $1 
25 cent hot dogs. 
Travel 
. Low 
Prices guaranteed Book 11 people, 
get 12th trip free' Group discounts 
lor6+ 
COdLor) 
800-838-8202. 
Spring Break 20O6. Travel with 
STS. America's *1 Student Tour 
Operator to Jamaica, Cancun, Aca- 
putoa. Bahamas and Florida. Now 
Hiring on-campus reps. Call lor 
group discounts. Information/ 
Reservations t -800-648-4849 or 
l-2JBtdroom Apartments 
From Only $475! 
On selected floor plans 
• Ground floor ranch 
• Private entrance 
• Patio 
■ Spacious kitchen 
• Pets welcome! 
-FREE HEA1 
3 
vaJKfir VHIARI 
jHnM 
HI    GYPSY LAW 
1 Home Drpot 
N 
t 
VARSITY SQUARE 
apartments 
419 353-7715 l£j 
Pecan Chicken 
9 Mashed Potatoes. Gravy, Coleslaw, 
Vegetable and Combread Stuffing1. 
* From 4 pm until 9 pm ♦ 
4193532277 
In Downtown Bowling Green 
Smoking 8 Non-Smoking 
Dining Rooms 
Get paid to think 
Make S75 taking on line surveys. 
www.moneyauthor.com 
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: 
MEN'S « WOMEN'S DOUBLES 
GOLF AND TENNIS - SEPT. 1 
Tan all semester 
S65 
Mirage Salon-behind The Shed 
THURSDAY AT BRATHAUS 
SPECIALS ALL NIGHT 
Help Wanted 
3 BR home, Conneaut School, 
close to BGSU. WD. stove, refriger- 
ator, fenced yard, $900 dep. £900/ 
mo. Lease option considered. 
419-372-9142 days/ 419-352-9542 
eves. Avail. Sept. 1 
'BARTENDING! $300/day potential. 
No exp. necessary Training provid- 
ed. Call 800-965-6520 exl. 174. 
Experienced Cheer Coach tor com- 
petitive all-star team. Contact Per- 
rysburg Gymnastics 419-874-9383. 
HELP WANTED! 
Our company is seeking employees 
to perform unskilled light production 
work. We otter flexible hours - will 
work around your schedule - availa- 
ble shifts: 7:30am-8:30am; 8:30am- 
11:30am; 12:00 noon-2:30pm; 
2:30pm-5:00pm; 5:30pm-8 30pm 
and Saturdays Many BGSU stu- 
dents work here. Easy walk from 
campus. Pay Is $6.00 per hour pro- 
viding you work a minimum of 15 
hours per week Work a minimum ol 
15 hours per week or over 40 with 
overtime. Pick-up an application at 
our office. Advanced Specialty Prod- 
ucts, Inc. 428 Clough St.. BG OH 
43402. 
Gourmet of China 
Looking for motivated servers and 
host/hostess to work flexible hours. 
Please call 419-893-9465 
Lawn Maintenance Pan & Full Time 
Knickerbocker Lawns. 
Call 352-5822. 
Love to work with children? The Fort 
Meigs YMCA is now hiring in our 
Child Care department. If interested, 
please stop Dy the Fort Meigs 
YMCA, 13415 Eckel Junction Rd in 
Perrysburg and fill out an application 
or send a resume to 
sbidlack@ymcatoledo.org 
SERVER- M-W 10:30 AM-2 PM, 
F 11:30 AM-830PM 
PLUS BANQUETS AVAIL. APPLY 
IN PERSON AT BG ELKS LODGE, 
200 CAMPBELL HILL RD. 
Student Work 
Immediate Openings 
$13.75 base/appt.. flex, sched, cust 
sales/ service, all ages 17 & older. 
conditions apply. 419-861-6134. 
Vibrating condom company seeks 
college reps to sell our product dur- 
ing 'sale sex is fun" campaign. To 
help spread the good vibe contact 
Rachel 720-837-3527 or 
Rachel@touchmeusa.com 
For Sale 
99 ' Chevy Blazer, 65K leather inte- 
rior, power everything, cd player. 
Good Shape $6300.216-406-3438 
Futon with wood Irame, cover and 
decorative pillows $110 
419-352-2195. 
GET CHEAP TEXTBOOKSI 
Search 24 bookstores with one 
click! 
http 7/www. bookhq .com 
• Toledo Locations Will Be Holding • 
OPEN INTERVIEWS 
 FOR   SERVERS   &   BARTENDERS  
September 6 & 7 in the Student Union from 1 pm- 4pm 
Properties Ca 
Houtmt that Feel Like Homes 
www.pr9ftrredprop9rtittco.com 
MAKE YOUR HOME AT: 
• Piedmont • Mini Mall Aprs. 
• Updated Birchwood • Triplex 
- small pets allowed - small pets allowed 
• See our website or call for many more listings 
GREAT 
AFFORDABLE 
FALL RATES! 
EXTRA LARGE 
BEDROOMS 
AVAILABLE! 
ijMtMirsJiira CHERRYWOOD 
HEALTH SPA 
• Indoor Heated Pool 
JJH  • Newly Xenovolod 
MtMEUSmr   • New Equipment 
•rtVllailM  • Sovno 
OFFICE HOURS 
Mon-Fri:8-l2& 1-4 30 Soli 10-2 
530S.MopleSl    4io.3sa.037a 
The Daily Crossword Fix    KAPLAN 
brought to you by 
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1 Frozen fall 
2 Actor Alan 
3 Place with trees 
4 Dusk 
5 Old name of Tokyo 
6 Poured off. as wine 
7 Jai_ 
8 Lawyer Clarence 
9 Fat substitute in chips 
10 Gush 
11 Bemoan 
12 Each 
13 Absolution 
18 __ Mile Island 
24 Govt. jurists 
26 Muscle spasm 
28 Openwork 
29 Clod buster 
45 Entertaining 
47 Popeyes nemesis 
48 Heavy imbiber 
50 Calculating rack 
51 Kind of republic 
52 Start 
ACROSS 
1 Ship measure 
6 Pedestal part 
10 Blow to a wrist 
14 For all to hear 
15 Israeli airline 
16 "_ Don't Preach" 
17 Start of Katharine Hepburn quote 
19 Middle Eastern leader 
20 Striplings 
21 Wisps 
22 Garden invader 
23 Memorize 
25 Giant Mel 
27 Sgt., e.g. 
28 Part 2 of quote 
32 A long, long time 
33 Ooze 
34 Top card 
35 Four-posters 
37 Noel mo. 
39 OK Corral participant 
43 Mama _! 
30 Eyeglasses, informally 53 Town near Concord. 
31 Peg for a golfer NH 
36 Tex. campus 54 Greek advisor at Troy 
38 Engine additives 59 Gives permission to 
40 Unit of radiation wave- 61 Former Russian 
lengths emperor 
41 Stephen or Chris 63 Greek drink 
42 _ de deux 64 Jury member 
44 Gomez's cousin 67 TV schedule abbr. 
46 Com holders? 
49 Teachers' grp. 
50 Part 3 ot quote 
55 Dnnks counter 
56 Prom attire 
57 Mandolin's kin 
58 Indigo plant 
60 Attacked 
62 Standstill 
65 Place of confinement 
66 End of quote 
68 College credit 
69 Swell! 
70 Drinks 
71 Without: Fr. 
72 Sounds from the pound 
73 Knight's suit 
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THINKING ABOUT GRAD SCHOOL?   LAW SCHOOL?   MED SCHOOL? 
CALL Illl  WORLD LI ADI R IN II SI PREP 
GMAT     GRE      MCAT     LSAT       DAT     NCLEX KAPLAN 
1-800  KAP   II SI WWW.KAl'Tl ST.COM 
For Rent For Rent For Rent 
"$199/mo. Now rooms, plus 2 
bdrm. house 315 E. Merry. 6 bdrm. 
house 926 E. Wooster. All next to 
campus. Multiple students over 3 al- 
lowed Call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm 
Avail. 2nd Sem. 1&2 bdrm. apts. 
2 8R, all new bath, deck, big yard. 
W/D. no pets. $585 per mo. Quiet. 
near BGSU. 419-494-9442. 
3 and 4 bedroom house and 
apartment available now. 
419-353-8206 
For Rent, efficiency apts. with 
pnvale baths. Avail, now. 
Call 352-5822 
3 BDRM. 2 BATH - $699 
W. EVERS 
419-356-5437 
4 bdrm, t .5 baths, family rm, 2 car 
garage, all appl . Klopfenstein Rd. 
Avail, now. $1000/mo + deposit. 
419-353-4692 
Atlord,ib:e largo bedroom Close lo 
campus Residential neighborhood. 
No pets. 1 year leas required. Grad 
student preferred. S390/ month 
419-654-5716. 
2 bdrm. 1 balh. house avail, for sub- 
leaser Located on corner of Woos- 
ter & S. Maple St. Avail. Sept. 12 
thru Aug. 2006. Please call Wendy 
or Teri @ 419-373-0473 if interest- 
ed. Cats allowed. Partially furnished. 
Condos and town houses available 
tor BGSU Factulty and Grad. Many 
nice floor plans. 419-354-0070. 
Roommate needed. $325/mo. Nice 
house w/ AC. Located close to 
downtown. Call Josh 419-575-0965. 
4 bdrm. house for rent. Re-modeled, 
Large yard. 312 Clough St. 
Contact Mike 419-575-5371 
Professor/owner will share fum 
house w/ other professors or grad 
students. Multi-bedroom. Iireplaces. 
m wooded area. cats. Se habla es- 
panol. $255/mo incl all util. must 
have own trans. Avail, immed. Call 
419-352-5523 & leave message 
Victorian apts. 427 N. Main, Re- 
ducedS 1. Grand 10 ft,ceilings, oak 
trim & floors. DW, WD. 2 Either 3 
Ig. rooms rented either individual or 
as apt. Unique & Grand. 3. Unique 
Loft Space. DW. 386-405-3318. 
oBack To 
1000'a OF TIRES IN STOCK AND SALE PRICED 
iili~i.liTjj.irr 
Save . | ANY Mechanical Repair | 
I, 
on ANY 
Brake Service 
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ALIGNMENT 
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ALh«rTl!i~ENTS 
AND FACULTY 
SAVE 
AN EXTRA 10% 
i25%0FF 
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ITop-etf*' 
Find More Coupons & thetireman.com 
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! $1.00 OFF Any Movie Rental ! 
i i 
with Student ID 
Limit 3 per transaction 
_ _r^r^_   tin* 
I 
a. — JT-. . . Good for 05/06 School Year — —~T — * 
% 
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2 Locations 
1107 South Main Street, Bowling Green 419.353.6759 
1062 North Main Street, Bowling Green 419.353.5428 
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Scholastic Success 
within the Greek Community 
bvSKVfu 
made the Spring 2005 Deans List and 
who upheld our founding value of Scholarship. 
These students represent 24% of the BGSU Greek Community. 
Alpha I fit Omega 
Sorority 
Kristen Blakeman 
" Alison Burkhart 
Kristin Cantrell 
Lindsay Cobb 
Amy Dihrkop 
Jamie Finelli 
Tara Gwin 
Katy Hoffman 
Jody Holland 
Lauren Housley 
Brynn Hurlstone 
Kathleen Kelty 
Kristen Koebel 
Kersten Koloff 
Christen Marcu 
Kelly Miller 
Keri Mohrbach 
Emily Mowry 
Michelle Papenfuss 
Lindsay Roadruck 
Andrea Schmitz 
Reyna Spence 
Jennifer Steelman 
Maureen Vandervort 
Vanessa Vitale 
Lindsay Wiener 
Courtney Yun 
Alpha Gamma Delia 
Soroi n\ 
Melanie Krebs 
Lori Sansone 
Katrina Schultz 
Angela Weis 
Emily Wirth 
Jennifer Boebel 
Julia Bookheimer 
Emily Draper 
Misty Hamblin 
Jennifer Pomerantz 
Abby Sarks 
Jessica Staley 
\l|i/ki k,ippu Alpha 
Sorority, Inc. 
Kiandra Graham 
Vanessa Malone 
Patricia Perry 
Kelli Brown 
Chanel Griffith 
Breyana Lowe 
Alpha Omit ran l'i 
Sorority 
(Catherine Krolikowski 
Elizabeth Marotti 
Elizabeth Rausch 
Chelsea Snyder 
Megan Harrah 
Emily Lyon 
Katherine Rigsby 
Abby Yoder 
Alpha I'hi 
Sorority 
Kelly Clarson 
- Michelle Clarson 
Dennis Malerie 
Amber Gresh 
Krista Massie 
Monica Mosko 
Erin Platzer 
Emily Reeves 
Kristen Ross 
Sara Scalf 
Allison Strawn 
Laura Tass 
Kristen Wade 
Blair Watson 
Kristen Braemer 
Liesl Dye 
Hannah Geyer 
Ginger Guzdanski 
Jennifer Heighton 
Sarah Messinger 
Allison Moore 
Lindsay Nicholson 
Theodora Rousos 
Sara Tache 
Alpha Sigma I'hi 
1 raternity 
Brady Bourquin 
William DeClercq 
Michael Dragar 
Zak Edwards 
Nicholas Gill 
Jonathan Meyer 
Scott Pogros 
Aaron Shumaker 
Alpha \i Delia 
Sorority 
Karen Binzel 
Sally Brocious 
Nicole Bruffy 
Danielle Clark 
Karma Costello 
Heidi Feldmann 
Kimberlee Gilchnst 
Megan Houghtaling 
Tiffany Marston 
Stephanie Melillo 
Molly Murley 
Amanda Murray 
Danielle Schrage 
Sheareen Shahamai 
Nicole Barrett 
Jessica Beane 
Heidi Bollin 
Lia DeCara 
Jessica Dill 
Kara Englefield 
Lindsay Fullerman 
Rachel Ringo 
Jessica Schafer 
( hi Omega 
Sorority 
Dana Abbott 
Sara Du Plaga 
Elliott Lisbeth 
Ashley Fealy 
Amanda Helppie 
Lindsay Lawrence 
Erin Oppenheim 
Katherine Vetter 
Amy Volz 
Lauren Weinzierl 
Chelsea Wilson 
Burke Colleen 
Sarah Comte 
Jill Grabfelder 
Kristen Grodek 
Carissa Jeffery 
Lauren Martin 
Jana Messaros 
Amanda Mills 
Heather Umstead 
Delia ( hi 
i raternity 
Thomas Balicky 
Jason Buckley 
Michael Buzzelli 
Jeffery Coleman 
Timothy Georges 
Rick Irick 
William Johnson 
Shane Lewis 
Keith Miller - 
Christopher Prokes 
Douglas Slovak 
Anthony Zinni 
Michael Buzzelli 
Delta Gamma 
Sorority 
Sandra Borgione 
Lauren Cappuzzello 
Hilary Erlenbach 
Victoria Fariello 
Ashlie Justice 
Amy Lutz 
Julia McCann 
Rachael Micheli 
Jessica Pryda 
Marisa Ryan 
Susan Schoenberger 
Erin Schuller 
Sarah Shindel 
Kelly Weaver 
Erin Wells 
Kristen Wisler 
Theresa Lunghofer 
Michelle Mormil'e 
Delta Sigma I'hi 
i raternity 
Eric Bridge 
Brian King 
Randall Winer 
Kevin Green 
Delta Sigma Thcta 
Sorority, Inc. 
Aisha Cody 
Chanele Newton 
Delia lau Delhi 
Fraternity 
Timothy Davis 
Nathan Eigher 
Craig Mack 
Tony Almaguer 
Michael Connelly 
Dean Hoyt 
Delta Zeta 
Sorority 
Katharine Eldridge 
Natalie Kuhl 
Jennifer Miller 
Andrea Ramirez 
Cheryl Smith 
Kari Thomas 
Michelle Thomas 
Emily Corder 
Hailey Kolman 
Marissa McCarthy 
Josie Miller 
(.miimii Phi Beta 
Sorority 
Krista Aschemeier 
Amanda Bennett 
Melissa Carlin 
Meaghan Geraghty 
Audrey Meyer 
Allison Skinner 
Elisa Soil 
Laura Sutton 
Kappa Alpha Order 
Fraternity 
Brian Chung 
James Hartman 
Paul Huhtala 
Greg Kohlrieser 
Joshua Schneider 
Jonathan Dinan 
Andrew Honnert 
Matthew Milosvoic 
Kappa Delia 
Sorority 
Takasha Smith 
Colleen Verbus 
Kathleen Woemer 
Kappa Kappa Gamma 
Sorority 
Lindsay Bell 
Rebecca Dabbelt 
Danielle Davis 
Jenna Gable 
Amanda Garrison 
Erika Kelly 
Samantha Massau 
Morgan Mattey 
Heather Pennell 
Brittany Raburn 
Emily Ries 
Marchell Sito 
April Stenger 
Amanda Takacs 
Stephanie Thayer 
Jill Phlipot 
Amy Stenger 
Andrea Whitmer 
Congratulations to the following chapters for 
achienng a Chapter GPA of at least 2.91 which 
is greater than the All Undergraduate GPA. 
Alpha Phi Sorority, Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc., Alpha Chi Omega Sorority, 
Kappa Kappa Gamma Sorority, Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc., Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc., 
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc., Chi Omega Sorority, Delta Zeta Sorority, Pi Beta Phi Sorority, 
Phi Mu Sorority, and Alpha Xi Delta Sorority! 
BGSU Residence Life - Greek Affairs Mission 
Building the premiere Fraternity and Sorority Community in North America 
utilizing continuous improvement that provides the following: 
A quality undergraduate residential experience for the housed fraternities & sororities 
A complete quality undergraduate fraternity and sorority experience that builds community among all 
Greeks and that emphasizes our founding principles Leadership, Scholarship, Brotherhood/Sisterhood, 
and Community Service 
Kappa Sigma 
Fraternity 
Todd Barron 
Jonathan Halverstadt 
Phillip Hippley 
Christopher Hoover 
Neil Parsons 
Andrew Wuebold 
Rob Zivsak 
Heath Gorden 
Raymond Greiner 
Lambda Chi Alpha 
Fraternity 
Jeffrey Brandyberry 
Andrew Crockett 
Daniel Grodhaus 
Brett Rudolph 
I'hi Delta I heta 
Fraternity 
Anthony Colarusso 
Vincent Georgetti 
David Mercier 
Brandon Pence 
Ryan Caligiuri 
Phi Gamma Delta 
Fraternity 
Ryan Langhans 
Blake Reitter 
Matthew Rybalt 
Jeffrey Fichtelman 
Phi K«|)()ii Inn 
Fraternity 
Aaron Burkart 
Joel Coffman 
Francis Major 111 
Kyle Stellar 
Jeffrey Swiech 
Brett Cheatham 
Phi Mu 
Sorority 
Amy Biedenbach 
Kari Burmeisier 
Megan DeWolf 
Melissa Fletcher 
Sarah Hamen 
Heather Kovacs 
Marnie Molen 
Laura Mudd 
Bridget Tighe 
Andrea Vantaggi 
Lisa Kahle 
Monica Kristek 
Michelle Perkins 
Kimberly Peters 
Lindsay Sanderson 
Caitlin Spontelli 
Pi Beta Phi 
Sorority 
Lauren Fish 
Louise Frey 
Meggan Lammers 
Tiffany LaBonte 
Heather Morrison 
Kelly Patton ' 
Jennifer Petrusky 
Rebecca Scudiere 
Mary Shaw 
Jodi Wehrman 
Sari Winerman 
Nicole Grisak 
Mallory Nauss 
Pi Kappa Alpha 
Fraternity 
Jared Clawson 
Justin Jones 
Kevin Laughlin 
Tyler Martin 
Brian Panoff 
Shaun Parker 
Mark Pontious 
Scott Richter 
John Vecchio 
Sean Williams 
William Wood 
Justin Yates 
Pi Kappa Phi 
Fraternity 
Ryan Fortney 
Jordon Friel 
Sigma Kappa 
Somi ilv 
Caitlin Alcox 
Abigail Anderson 
Megan Cryan 
Molly Farner 
Heather Gillin 
Reagan Henry 
Kara LeSage 
Kristen Mohr 
Ashley Stephens 
Bethany Turner 
Sigma Nu 
Fraternity 
Adam Carroll 
Matthew Endres 
Joseph Kaufman 
Zachary Maynard        s 
Krishna Mutgi 
Sigma Phi Epsilon 
Fraternity 
Lucas Hughart 
Clinton Khoury 
Daniel Konopinski 
Adam Russell 
Ediz Tasan 
John Pawluk 
Adam Russell 
Ediz Tasan 
Theta Chi 
Fraternity 
Ian Nemitz 
David Verbsky 
Zeia Phi Beta Inc. 
Sorority 
Latasha Strozier 
Shai Collier 
Deanna Cunningham 
Aiesha Davis 
Remika Marshall 
Joandea Wilson 
Panhellenic Executive 
Board/Dream Team/ 
Rho Gammas 
Nora Solomon 
Amy Kirk 
Ashley Harper 
Lindsay Walborn 
Abby Jones 
Olivia Schnitkey 
Kaleena Headlee 
Debbie Frater 
Ashley Alper 
Amy Carpenter 
Alexis Kalias 
Sara Moore 
Greek 
BGSU 
Office   of   Residence   Life 
(/ \      l 
